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Unit 1

  Part I  abandon—accountant

abandon //    v. leave completely 
The captain gave the order to abandon ship. 
abandon oneself to 
John abandoned himself to his emotions. 

 abandoned a.   desert/quit  maintain/retain 
 abandon Tom 

abandoned his wife and kids. desert
She deserted her country and 

helped the enemy. give up
I can’t answer that puzzle, so 

I give up. 
ability //    n. [C; U] power; skill 

Teachers should try to discover the natural abilities of each child. 

 disability n. / disabled a. / enable v. 
/ disable v. 

abnormal //    a. not ordinary; unusual 
Most people believe such an abnormal phenomenon will not last 
long. 

 ab (away from ) + norm (rule ) + al  normalize v. 

 odd/unnatural  normal/usual       
abolish //    v. bring to an end by law 

These abnormal practices should be abolished as soon as possible. 

 destroy/do away with/wipe out  establish
abortion //    n. [C; U] medical operation to end having a child 

Abortion is restricted in some parts of the world. 
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[C] a failure 
Brian’s attempt turned out to be an abortion. 

 abort (stop ) + ion
abound //    v. (~ in/with) exist or have in large numbers or great 

quantity
The coast here abounds with coconut palms. 

 flourish/teem  lack
abrupt //    a. sudden and unexpected 

There will be more abrupt changes in the weather. 

(of behavior, etc.) rough and impolite  
The salesman is sometimes very abrupt with clients. 

 
 abruptly ad.   sudden/unexpected/curt   

absolute //    a. complete; undoubted 
That’s absolute nonsense! 

not measured by comparison with other things 
The king has absolute authority over the kingdom. 

 absolutely ad. 
absorb //    v. take sth. in, esp. gradually

Plants can absorb carbon dioxide. 
fill the attention of 

The writer was absorbed in his writing that he forgot to have his 
breakfast. 

 absorbed a.  / absorption n.   take in
abstract //    a. existing as an idea, feeling or quality, not as a 

material object 
Truth and beauty are abstract concepts. 
n. [C] a short form of a statement, paper, speech, etc. 
Here is the abstract of the professor’s speech. 

 concrete
abundant //    a. more than enough 

There is abundant evidence that cars have a harmful effect on the 
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environment. 
 abundance n.   scarce/short

abuse //    v. use or treat sb. or sth. wrongly or badly 
Lucy is always abusing her authority by getting other people to do 
things for her. 

speak to sb. rudely or cruelly
The crowd started abusing him after he failed to save a goal. 

 ill-treat/insult/scold
academy //    n. [C] a society of people interested in the advance-

ment of art, science, or literature

Li Yinhe is a famous scholar working at the Institute of Sociology, 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 

[C] a school for training in a special skill 

Kevin later studied at the Royal Academy of Arts. 

 academic a.  / academician n.   institute 
 / junior college  / university

acceptable //    a. adequate to satisfy a need, requirement, or standard; 
satisfactory
We have no choice but to find an attempt to make the reforms 
acceptable to both sides. 

 accept ( ) + able  acceptance n.   satisfactory 
 unacceptable

accessible //    a. (~ to) able to be reached or easily obtained 

The building has been made easily accessible to disabled people. 

 access ( ) + ible  accessibility n. 
accommodate //    v. provide with a place to live in 

The villa can accommodate up to six people. 
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help by making changes 
The sofa accommodates its shape to a person’s position. 

 accommodation n. 
accompany //    v. go with, as on a journey 

He was accompanied on the expedition by his wife. 
play an instrument with another musician or singer 

Miss Jessop accompanied Mr. Bentley on the piano. 

accomplish //    v. finish sth. successfully or achieve sth. 
The students accomplished the task in less than ten minutes. 

 accomplishment n.   realize 
accordance //    n. (in ~ with) in a manner conforming with 

In accordance with her wishes, she was buried in France. 

 accord ( ) + ance  accordingly ad. 
accountant //    n. [C] a person who controls and examines money 

accounts 
We talked to the company’s chief accountant. 

 account ( ) + ant  accounting n.  / accountancy n. 
 / accountable a. 

Exercise I

Matching Exercises
         1. abandon  a. sudden and unexpected
         2. abortion  b. finish sth. successfully or achieve sth.
         3. abrupt  c. able to be reached or easily obtained
         4. accessible  d. leave completely
         5. accomplish  e. medical operation to end having a child

Translation
  6. Should the death penalty be                                                                                     

( )?
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  7. Professor Smith                                                                                       (
) that he forgot to answer the door. 

  8. He is always                                                  ( ) by using the company’s 
money for himself.

  9. We have to try our best to make the plan                                                                 
( ).

10.                                                                                                             (
), her large sums of money was donated to disaster areas.

  Part II  accumulate—adopt

accumulate //    v. collect a large number of things over a long 
period of time 
They set to work accumulating a huge mass of data. 

accumulation n.   gather/increase 
accuracy //    n. [U] the quality of being accurate 

We can predict changes with a surprising degree of accuracy. 

accurate a. 
accuse //    v. (~ of) say that someone has done sth. wrong or illegal 

Brian was accused of murdering his wife’s lover. 

 accusation n. / the accused a.   blame/charge  defend
accustomed //    a. (~ to) familiar with sth. 

I’m not accustomed to being treated like this. 

usual 
She performed the task with her accustomed ease. 

 accustom ( ) + ed

Key to Exercise I
1. d    2. e    3. a    4. c    5. b    6. abolished as soon as possible
7. was so absorbed in his writing   8. abusing his authority
9. acceptable to both sides  10. In accordance with her wishes
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acid //    n. [C; U] a liquid chemical substance 
This chemical acts a part of an acid in our experiment. 

a. containing acid, or having similar qualities to an acid 

Everyone doesn’t like to hear the acid remarks. 

acknowledge //    v. accept, recognize as a fact  
She acknowledged that she had been at fault. 

express or display gratitude for or appreciation of 

They wish to acknowledge the assistance of the police in the making 
of this film. 

 acknowledgement n. 
acquaint //    v. (~ sb. with sth.) to make sb. or yourself aware of 

sth. 
He decided to take his son along and acquaint him with the 
business. 

 acquaintance n. 
acquisition //    n. [C] (~ to/of) buying or obtaining assets or objects 

Mr. Smith will be a valuable acquisition to the teaching staff of our 
school. 

 acquis (acquire ) + ition  acquisitive a. 
acre //    n. [C] a unit for measuring area, equal to 4047 square 

meters or 4840 square yards 
He’s got 400 acres of land in Wales. 400

activate //    v. make active 
Fumes from cooking are enough to activate the alarm. 

 act ( ) + iv(e) ( ) + ate ( )  activator n. 
acute //    a. severe; very great

The problem of poverty is particularly acute in rural areas. 

(of the mind or senses) working very well 
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Most designers have an acute awareness of changing fashions. 

adapt //    v. (~ to) change sth. to suit different conditions or uses 

Many software companies have adapted some programs to the new 
operating system. 

 adaptable a. 
addicted //    a. (~ to) unable to stop taking a drug

By the age of 14 he was addicted to heroin. 14

 addict ( ) + ed
additional //    a. extra 

Mother needs additional help in the kitchen when we have guests 
for dinner. 

 add ( ) + ition + al 
adequate //    a. (~ for) enough or satisfactory for a particular purpose 

The old computer is still perfectly adequate for most tasks. 

 inadequate a. 
adjective //    n. [C] a word that describes a noun or pronoun 

“Promising” is not an adjective you would apply to him! promising

adjust //    v. (~ to) change sth. slightly, esp. to make it more 
correct, effective, or suitable 
If the chair is too high, you can adjust it to suit you. 

 adjustable a. 
administration //    n. [C] the government of a country at a par-

ticular time 
The Obama Administration is doing its best to break down the color 
bar in the United States. 

[U] the activities that are involved in managing and organizing 
the affairs of a company, institution, etc. 
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Who is in charge of the administration of your company? 

 administrat(e) ( ) + ion  administrative a.   
government/ruling

admission //    n. [U] (~ into/to) being allowed to enter a building, 
join a club, etc. 
Peter gained admission into the association. 

[C] a statement admitting sth. 
This is a clear admission that you were wrong. 

 admiss (admit ) + ion  admittance n.  / admittedly 
n. 

adopt //    v. take sb. else’s child into your home and legally 
become his or her parent 
She decided to adopt a homeless child. 

accept or start to use sth. new 
The factories have adopted the newest modern technology. 

 adoption n.  / adopted a.  

Exercise II

Matching Exercises
         1. accuracy  a. the quality of being accurate
         2. acknowledge b. severe; very great
         3. acute  c. accept or start to use sth. new
         4. additional  d. accept, recognize as a fact
         5. adopt  e. extra

Preposition Filling
  6. Tom was accused            stealing a great amount of money from the bank.
  7. He quickly became accustomed            the local food.
  8. The lawyer acquainted himself            the details of his client’s business affairs.
  9. When Bush was a boy, he was addicted            alcohol.
10. When he has got a position in a company, his earning is adequate            his needs.


